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Abstract. A method for integrated case-based and generalization-based reasoning and learning is described.
The primary role of general domain knowledge is to provide explanatory support for the case-based
processes.  A general explanation engine - the ACTIVATE-EXPLAIN-FOCUS cycle - utilizes a presumably rich,
multirelational knowledge model in producing context-dependent explanations.

1. Introduction

Case-based reasoning covers a wide variety of methods. While some methods emphasize problem solving and
learning by use of specific cases instead of general domain knowledge, others use general knowledge1

combined with cases. Among the latter, various approaches to what types of general knowledge to incorporate,
as well as to how general knowledge is used, are taken. General knowledge may be used for an additional
problem solving method, e.g. a method that is applied if the case-based method fails, and/or it may be used
within the case-based method itself. The general knowledge may be of a shallow, associational type (e.g. a set
of heuristic rules), or deeper, more principled knowledge (e.g. a model combining causal, functional and
componential knowledge ).

This paper addresses the use of general domain knowledge within a case-based method. The focus is on the
integrated utilization of case-specific and general knowledge. Our work aims at improved AI methods for
knowledge-based decision-support in real world, open and weak theory domains2 . Examples of such domains
include medical diagnosis, law, corporate planning, economical assessment, and most engineering domains. A
counter-example would be a mathematical domain, or a closed technical domain. A strong motivation for a
case-based approach to this problem is the need for adaptive behaviour of  our systems, i.e. the ability to
continually learn from each problem solving experience. General knowledge is needed in order to achieve an
acceptable degree of competence and robustness of a case-based reasoner's problem solving and learning
capability. As domains get more open and complex, the more important it will become to base, e.g., the
matching of cases, the modification of solutions, and the learning of new cases, on an understanding of the
current problem within its problem solving context. This is different from relying solely on general and global
criteria and metrics. It is in the tight coupling of case-based and generalization-based approaches we find the
strongest potential for realizing the competent and flexible behaviour we would like to see in future AI systems.
This is the hypothesis we investigate.

The fact that a domain is open and has a weak theory does not necessarily imply that there is little general
knowledge available. More often it implies that the general knowledge of the domain is theoretically uncertain
and incomplete. Such knowledge may be interpreted and processed by methods that are able to draw plausible
inferences from a combination of the various types of knowledge available. This is here viewed as an abductive
explanation process3 - both at the top level where the goal for example is to explain a patient's symptoms in
terms of the disease that causes them, and at a more detailed level, such as explaining why a particular
diagnostic hypothesis should be preferred over another. The approach is based on the CREEK4 architecture
[Aamodt-90a, Aamodt-90b], and may be viewed as partly a specialization and concretion, partly an extension
of this system as initially specified in [Aamodt-91].

The next chapter introduces the notion of explanation-driven case-based reasoning, and presents the basic
model. This is followed by an outline of how case knowledge and general knowledge is represented in our
system, and a more detailed description of the explanation-driven reasoning method, specified for each of the
CBR tasks Retrieval, Reuse, and Learning. Finally, this approach is discussed by comparing it to some related
methods.

2. Explanation-Driven Case-Based Reasoning

Core tasks of a case-based reasoner are the extraction of relevant features to describe a problem, the assessment
of similarity between a new problem and previous cases, the adaptation of a previous solution within a new
                                                       

1Throughout this paper, the term 'general knowledge' refers to general - or generalized - domain knowledge. If general knowledge in the sense
of domain-independent (e.g. common sense) knowledge is meant, this is explicity stated.

2An open domain is a domain which cannot be realistically modelled unless relationships between the target system (artifact or natural
system) and the external, changing world are included. A weak theory domain is a domain in which important relations between concepts are
uncertain.

3Abduction is here viewed as an "inference to the best explanation" (see, e.g. [Thagaard-88]), and covers both the generation and evaluation
of hypotheses.
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context, the identifying what to retain from a case just solved, and the learning of indexes for memorizing new
cases. Earlier CBR systems (e.g. [Kolodner-83, Carbonell-86, Rissland-87]) adopted largely global and context-
independent strategies for dealing with these problems, such as a fixed set of problem features, and syntax-
oriented similarity measures and storage schemes. This is analogous to the earlier days of the rule-based expert
systems field, when emphasis was on associational knowledge in terms of compiled or empirical rules. The
deficiency of this approach in terms of problem solving competence and robustness lead to the notion of
"second generation expert systems", where deep models are used to support and extend rule-based reasoning.

In CBR we have also seen a recent up-growth of methods that - to a varying degree - combine case-based
reasoning with reasoning from explicit models of general knowledge [e.g. Hammond-86, Kolodner-87, Koton-
89, Schank-89, Porter-90, Branting-91]. Our work follows up on this line of research, but put an even stronger
emphasis on the role of general knowledge within the CBR methods. The emphasis is on identifying general
principles and basic methods for how this synergy can be achieved and utilized within all reasoning tasks and
for all levels and types of problems to solve.

Note that the word 'problem' is used in a general sense in this paper. For example, solving a problem may be to
find the fault of a car (solving a diagnosis problem), as well as to assess a legal situation in a court (solving an
interpretation problem)1. A problem is defined by a goal (what to achieve) which in turn sets up one or more
tasks (what to do). To distinguish between external, application related tasks of a problem solver, and tasks set
up by the systems own reasoning process, the first will be referred to as application tasks, while the latter are
named reasoning tasks. Hence, learning tasks are also reasoning tasks. A task gets done by applying a method
to it [Steels-90].

In the following a method that utilizes general knowledge extensively as an integrated part of a case-based
reasoning system is described. The primary role of general domain knowledge is to produce explanations to
support and control the case-based processes, which is why we refer to the approach as explanation-driven
case-based reasoning. A generic mechanism, called the "explanation engine", constitutes the fundamental
reasoning method. It splits a reasoning task into the three subtasks ACTIVATE, EXPLAIN, and FOCUS - as
illustrated in figure 1.

ACTIVATE

 EXPLAIN 

FOCUS

• Goal 
   - Appl. task defined 
• Situation 
   - Findings listed 
   - Constraints specified  

• Goal 
   - Appl. task accomplished 
• Situation 
   - Findings explained 
   - Constraints confirmed  

Figure  1. The Three Subtasks of the Explanation Engine

The reasoning methods of these tasks get a significant part of their power from the underlying representation
system, a densely coupled semantic network where nodes as well as relations are represented as frame concepts.
All knowledge, general as well as case specific, are represented as frame structures. At the low level, the frame
interpreter makes use of basic inference methods such as various forms of property inheritance, low level frame
matching, and constraint propagation. In addition to the system's own model of general domain knowledge, the
explanation engine also assumes that there is a competent user at the terminal. Hence it will interact with the
user in order to confirm conclusions, solve explanation conflicts, etc., whenever general knowledge is missing
or contradictory.

The methods underlying the three above tasks operate briefly  as follows:

ACTIVATE takes a problem specification in terms of a goal and a situation description and generates a set of
concepts suggested as relevant for further processing. Two methods are used to achieve this: Spreading
activation along appropriate relations in the semantic network, and reminding by following earlier established
case links. The appropriate spreading relations are determined as part of the knowledge acquisition process.

EXPLAIN is the core method that builds up support for concepts identified by ACTIVATE. These concepts may
be of any kind, e.g. an inferred feature, a proposed solution, a failure repair, an inference action to take, or a
new case to be learned. The method of generating and evaluating explanations searches through activated parts
of the semantic network, and follows the paths of cumulatively highest explanatory strength. In assessing this
strength, it makes use of default explanatory strengths attached to each semantic relation and each meaningful
combination of two successive relations. A 'strength-and-dependency table' for the semantic relations is defined
as part of the knowledge acquisition and modeling process2. The strengths may have contextual constraints
                                                       

1It is sometimes also useful to view learning as a type of problem solving (i.e. solving a learning problem), particularly when explicitly
modeling the behaviour of systems. However, in accordance with the history of CBR, problem solving and learning are here viewed as different
tasks.

2The basic method of utilizing combined relational strengths for search and evaluation of explanatory paths was implemented in the
KNOWIT system, delivered to ESA as a prototype for knowledge-based information retrieval [Sølvberg-92].



attached to them. Further, the EXPLAIN method has at its disposal a set of explanation evaluation strategies
in the form of decision rules. An algorithm computes the resulting explanatory strength as the search proceeds.

FOCUS makes the final selection among competing concepts, when that is needed. It uses info about given
priorities, and/or knowledge about the reasoning goal and possible constraints of content or form of the
resulting concept. These constraints are typically external, pragmatic constraints defined by the application
environment and current problem solving situation.

3. Knowledge Representation

The main representational concern of CBR research has been the representation of case knowledge, i.e. the
contents and form of a case, the memory structures and indexes. For an explanation-driven approach, however,
the representation of general knowledge is equally important.

The CREEK architecture combines case-based and generalization-based knowledge within an integrated
system design. All types of knowledge are represented within the same representation system, a frame-based
language called CreekL. This is an open frame system of the FRL [Roberts-77] and KRL style, implemented in
CommonLisp. Concepts are represented as 4-level structures of slots, facets, value expressions, and value fields.
CreekL also incorporates features of CYCL [Lenat-89], such as the explicit representation of relations as
concepts and inverses for all relations. Each relation (slot) and symbolic value (filler) defining a concept
(frame) is defined in its own frame. This results in a densely coupled knowledge model that integrates concept
definitions, rules and cases, and object-level as well as control level knowledge. The architecture contains
explicit knowledge models at the control level for application problem solving strategies and task structures, as
well as for internal control of reasoning methods and learning. This enables a reflective system that reasons
about its own methods.

Below, a frame representing the concept car is shown (as a pretty-printed lisp structure with most parentheses
removed) with its slots, facets and values. Facets are mainly used to represent specific value types (e.g. defaults,
value-dimensions or ranges), constraints on the values of a particular frame-slot combination (e.g. a class
specification for legal slot values), and demons - Lisp functions that returns a value or performs an operation
(if-needed, if-added, etc.).
  car

subclass-of value motorized-vehicle means-of-transportation sporting-gear
has-colour value-class colour
has-number-of-wheels default 4
has-age value-dimension years

if-needed (time-difference *current-year* self.has-production-year)

The frames, interconnected by their  slots, form a semantic network of concept nodes and relation links. Figure
2 illustrates this perspective to the CreekL knowledge structure, and shows - for a small excerpt of a knowledge
base - the tight integration between general and case-specific knowledge. Example concepts are taken from a
domain of car starting problems.

thing
domain-concept case

car

car-fault

case#123

transportation
van

peopleseat
car#

electrical-fault

battery-fault

test-procedure

engine-test

engine

engine-fault

turning-of-ignition-key

test-step

battery#

starter-motor does-not-turn

findings very-low

diagnostic-case
diagnosis

not-confirmed

diagnostic-hypotheses

colour

wheel

Figure 2:  The Semantic Network Structure of CreekL Knowledge

Relation names are left out in the figure, and so are some node names. The interconnected, unified structure is
emphasized. The links represent a wide range of relations, such as taxonomic, functional, and causal relations
(has-subclass, has-instance, has-part, has-function, has-state, causes), and differential links between cases
(has-differential-case).

In CreekL, concepts are described by their typical properties, which are inherited by more specialized concepts
and instances. Inheritance is not limited to subclass and instance relations only, but may be described as a
property of any semantic relation or combination of relations. For example, a spatial relationship expressed by
a located-in relation (A located-in B) may be inherited along a has-part relation (A has-part C, inferring C
located-in B). This would express that components of an object are located in the same place as the object itself
- which is not universally true, but dependent on the context. The context dependency can be represented as a
type of constraints on the slot inheritance-relation-for in the has-part frame.

An explanation in CREEK is a structure consisting of a single relationship or a chain of relationships. The
supporting strengths of an explanation is evaluated and assigned a numeric strength value. Explanations are



stored within the frame of the concept to which the explanation belongs. For example, an explanation for why a
starter motor will not turn is represented as:

starter-motor-1
instance-of value starter-motor
part-of value car-1
has-turning-status expected-value (turns)

value (does-not-turn
(0.9 (battery-1.has-voltage.very-low) 

(battery-1.instance-of.battery) 
  ((battery.has-voltage.very-low) causes

  (starter-motor.has-turning-status.does-not-turn))
(starter-motor-1.instance-of.starter-motor)))

Explanations are also stored in cases, for successful as well as for failed solutions. A stored case is a rich source
of information, containing the following slot types (example from diagnostic domain):

problem goal successful diagnosis expl.of successful diagnosis
relevant findings successful repair expl. of successful repair
differential findings failed diagnosis expl. of failed diagnosis
differential cases failed repair expl. of failed repair

In addition, a case also contains 'book-keeping' information like its status in the problem solving and learning
process, time reference, the number of times it has been used to solve new  problems, etc. Three slot types of a
case serve the role as index links for initial case retrieval: relevant findings (favours retrieval), differential
findings (disfavours retrieval), and solutions (e.g. faults and repairs).

5. Case Retrieval, Reuse and Learning

At the top level, a case-based reasoning process is captured by the three tasks Retrieval, Reuse, and Learning.
Retrieval captures the subtasks up to identification of the best matching case. Reuse includes possible
modifications of a past solution as well as solution evaluation. Learning is the process that follows the
successful or failed attempt to solve an application problem. The explanation engine utilizes its ACTIVATE-
EXPLAIN-FOCUS method to combine case-based and generalization-based reasoning in all the three subtasks.
Below, its main reasoning tasks and mechanisms are outlined:

Retrieval
The goal is to return the best matching case from the case base. Its input is  whatever is known about the
problem to be solved.

ACTIVATE has two subtasks. One is to determine a relevant broad context for the problem. We are assuming
a large knowledge base, and want to activate just the part of this knowledge base that is potentially relevant.
The broad context is determined by a method called goal-focused spreading activation. This method first
activates all goal relevant concepts, i.e. the goal itself as well as concepts linked to the goal by taxonomic,
causal, and functional relations. By spreading recursively along such relations, this produces a sphere of
concepts relevant to the problem goal. Then a similar spreading process starts out from the problem findings.
All concepts within the goal sphere or findings sphere, as well as concepts that lie on paths which directly or
indirectly connect any two concepts in the two spheres, are marked as activated. The set of activated concepts
constitute the part of the knowledge base that will be used for further inferencing. The other subtask of Activate
uses the findings as indexes to the case base to retrieve a set of cases whose matching strength is above a
certain threshold. A concept classified as a finding has a slot called relevant-finding-for which holds a list of
cases and a computed relevance factor for the finding with respect to each case.

EXPLAIN is the task to evaluate the matching between the cases in set and the current problem. This basically
means to explain the relevance to the problem for findings that matches well, and to explain away mismatches
in findings. The latter is the most challenging, and is performed by a search for explanation paths in the
general knowledge, by starting out from the finding and the solution of the retrieved case. This may introduce
constraints on the solution of the problem, since a mismatch may be explained away only if some conditions are
fulfilled. The user may be consulted here.

FOCUS makes the final selection of the best case, or rejects all of them. The case with the strongest
explanatory justification of its findings will normally be selected. If in doubt, other pragmatic or external
criteria are applied.

Reuse
The goal is to use the solution of a previous case in solving a new problem, usually involving some kind of
modification of the past solution.

ACTIVATE starts out from the solution of the best matching case, and spreads activation to concepts
representing expected findings not already accounted for. Spreading relations typically include causal and
functional relations, as well as direct associations (e.g. implies and cooccurs-with relations). In addition,
possibly risky consequences of applying the solution are also activated.

EXPLAIN has two main subtasks. One is to evaluate the solution proposed. It starts by attempting to justify
that there is no danger for effects of risky consequences.  Next, expected findings are explained as either
relevant or irrelevant to the current problem context. An attempt is made to infer the relevant expectations
(explain their presence in the current problem) before asking the user. If the expectations are covered for,



control is given to the Focus task. If not, the second Explain task, modification of the solution, is triggered. An
attempt is made to produce an explanation structure that justifies a replacement or tweaking of the solution. For
example: In our car-starting domain findings are that the engine turns, but the car will not start. The solution
of the retrieved case is faulty carburettor valve. An explanation path to the findings is carburettor-valve-stuck
causes too-rich-gas-mixture-in-cylinder causes no-chamber-ignition causes engine-does-not-fire. However, the
carburettor turns out to be OK. By searching backwards along this explanation path, looking for other
explanations of its states, it turns out that no-chamber-ignition is also caused by water-in-gas-mixture. The
control is passed back to Activate which derives the expected finding water-in-gas-tank. This is then confirmed
by the user.

FOCUS is usually a small task, unless the explanation process comes out with several solutions. It checks
whether a proposed solution confirms with external requirements, and proposed its suggested solution to the
user.

Learning
The goal is to capture the experience from the problem just solved, by constructing a new case and/or
modifying parts of the knowledge base.

ACTIVATE here works on the structure activated by Retrieve and Reuse, and extracts potential concepts and
structures for learning. This primarily means possible contents of a new case, but new or modified concepts that
may have been introduced by the user is also marked for the learning process.

EXPLAIN has three subtasks. The first is to justify whether a new case needs to be constructed or not. It is
done if no similar past case was found, if a retrieved solution needed significant modification, or if the set of
relevant problem findings are sufficiently different from that of the case. The two latter criteria involves
explanation processes, to assess the significance of a modification or of feature differences. Learning of
generalizations does not play a strong role in this method, but a lazy generalization of values for findings is
done if justified by an explanation or by the user. Given that a new case is to be stored, the second subtask is to
assess the importance (degree of necessity) and predictive strength (degree of sufficiency) of case findings, in
order to compute their relevance factors.

FOCUS is the task of putting together the new structures into a case frame, and actually storing the new or
modified case and its indexes. Following this, a test is run by entering the same problem a second time, and
checking whether its solution procedure is improved.

5. Discussion

Case-based reasoning has shown to be a powerful problem solving and learning paradigm for a varity of
application domains. Characteristics of the domain type being addressed is important in determining the type of
CBR method to use. In closed and well-defined domains, the need for supportive general knowledge is much
less than in open domains, and may often be compiled beforehand into global metrics of similarity and other
general operators [Richter-91]. When explicit general knowledge is integrated into the CBR processes, two
synergy effects are immediately seen: One is to provide explanation-based control and guidance to the case
processes, by, e.g., focusing on particular goals and tasks, constraining search, and supporting proposed
hypotheses. As previously stated, this is the synergy effect aimed for here. The other synergy effect is the kind
of 'inverse' effect achieved by using the cases within the explanation process itself, i.e. a case-driven
explanation process (as in the SWALE system [Schank-89]). Methods developed from the latter motivation
may also be useful to achieve the former effect, but this is not presently part of our method.

Several methods have been developed that make use of explicit models of general knowledge in its case-based
processes [e.g. Hammond-86, Kolodner-87, Koton-89, Porter-90, Branting-91]. However, although
representing very important contributions to this research, methods that have been proposed typically focus on
one or a small subset of the CBR tasks. An exception is CASEY [Koton-89], but that approach relies on a
strong knowledge model, and leaves out the interactive cooperation with the user which is needed in open and
weak theory domains. In a sense, our approach shares the widespread use of general knowledge with CASEY
and the interactive role of the user with PROTOS [Bareiss-88]. Recent suggestions for integrated architectures
[Althoff-91, Ram-92, Plaza-93, Manago-93] represent interesting work towards more unified methods, but so
far the problem has been addressed only partly, at a high and abstracted level, or for closed domains. The
MOLTKE system [Althoff-91] is an example of the latter.

The knowledge-intensive approach we have taken has forced us to pay a lot of attention to the knowledge
representation problem. Related methods have also had to address this issue to some extent. CASEY [Koton-
89] uses a pre-existing causal model of general knowledge, represented as a causal network augmented with
probability estimates for mere associations between features and diagnostic states. Cases are held in a separate
structure, organized as a Schank/Kolodner type of dynamic memory. PROTOS [Bareiss-88] has an integrated
structure consisting of a semantic network of domain categories linked by a variety of relations (causal,
functional, associational, etc.), in which cases are linked as exemplars of diagnostic categories. The CREEK
approach is most similar to PROTOS in this respect, but there are significant differences in the way cases are
integrated with general knowledge, as well as how they are indexed and used.

Modeling and representation of knowledge in the explanation-driven CBR approach is in general viewed as a
knowledge engineering problem. As such it is subject to the problems, methods and tools addressed by the
knowledge acquisition community. Unlike some other motivations, for example PROTOS', we do not advocate
CBR as an alternative answer to the initial knowledge modeling problem, rather as an approach to the problem



of continuous knowledge maintenance. Hence, a view of knowledge modelling as basically a top-down
modeling process [Steels-90, Chandra-92, Wielinga-92] is here merged with the bottom-up oriented view
provided by  learning from experience [Van de Velde-92]. The dominant role of top down modeling is
weakened in favour of a more iterative development process for knowledge-based systems.

6. Status and Further Work

The system described here is under implementation in our department. An experimental evaluation of the
method will therefore have to wait. It's plausibility, however, is supported by the integration of two approaches
which each has a lot of merit, and the fact that exisiting approaches to knowledge-intensive CBR has shown
promising results.

All CBR systems use indexes in one way or another for case retrieval, but there are a lot of unresolved problems
here. Research issues include what type of indexing terms to use, the actual index vocabulary, the way indexes
are linked to cases, possible inter-case indexes, whether indexes are direct pointers to cases or parts of an index
structure, the combination of indexes during retrieval, and the assessment criteria for case similarity. A
problem with too heavy reliance on indexing, however, is that indexes are a kind of pre-complied knowledge. A
characteristic of case-based learning is that the generalization process is not made when learned knowledge is
stored, but when this knowledge is used, i.e. during problem solving. Indexing works in the opposite direction
to this, since it anticipates and pre-sets the future use of case knowledge. The alternative approach to case
retrieval is search, which is time consuming, and often difficult to guide in the wanted direction. Elaborate
reasoning within an extensive and rather deep model of general knowledge, is a cost demanding process. The
problem, then, is to find a suitable balance between the two. An explanation-driven approach enables a search
procedure which is constrained by general domain knowledge related to the context of the actual problem. We
have started to study how this may allow a system to weaken its reliance on abstract indexes, in favour of
making abstractions within the context of the actual problem.

Currently, the ACTIVATE-EXPLAIN-FOCUS engine uses only  its general knowledge to produce
explanations. A case in the CreekL representation is a rich structure, and the utilization of the cases themselves
in the explanation process is a natural extension we want to look into.
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